
A Man and a Dog 

I grew up on a family farm.  Farming was the sole source of family income which came from our cattle, hogs, and 
grain.  Family roots were deep and we farmed the same land as both grandfathers and at least 2 great grandfathers.  
We worked hard, and didn’t always have much to show for it.  My parents raised me and my 3 sisters to be honest, 
Christian, have compassion for all, and not to just run with the crowd.  I was in FFA in high school and got as far as the 
State Farmer degree.  I took about every Vo-Ag class my school had to offer.  I learned about breeding livestock and 
was able to see transformations in our own cattle and hogs through selective breeding.  We kept the top 5-10% of our 
females for adding back to the herds and bought the best bulls and boars we could get.   These breeding principles are 
well proven and just common sense in livestock breeding.   I later found out they can be adapted to work in 
coonhound breeding as well.   

From the time I can remember we always had a dog around the place.  Whatever dog it was, he was usually my 
buddy.  My grandpa had coonhunted many years back so I grew up hearing stories about coonhunting.  In one 
particular story Grandpa’s sandy haired grade redbone he called, “Perp” was battling a coon in some deep water and 
the coon was getting the upper hand.  In order to save the dog, Grandpa waded out and clubbed the coon with his 
rifle.  He saved the dog but the stock of the pump action .22 was broke.  Grandpa made some crude repairs.  Many 
years later this rifle was passed down to me and every time I get it out and look at it, I’m reminded of how my 
Grandpa carried it through the woods and took game with it, many decades ago.  When my dad was in his early teens, 
Grandpa wanted him to have a coondog, so he bought a registered B&T from an out of state kennel.  Being a 
registered dog it was supposed to be a good one, but never panned out.  That was about the end of either Grandpa or 
dad coonhunting. 

When I was 16 years old, in 1980, I came out of the house one morning to do farm chores.  I startled a very small B&T 
puppy that was at the back door.  He ran under a car to hide from me.  I tried coaxing him out but wasn’t successful 
until I retrieved a piece of sausage left over from breakfast and lured him out.  He was my new buddy.  In the next 
few days a B&T female that was obviously his mother came and went from our house.  She had no collar but she was 
a nice looking B&T by today’s standards and probably from registered stock.  Most dogs ran loose at that time and we 
frequently saw strays and dogs that were dumped, so it was no big deal to have a dog running around.  The mother 
disappeared but the pup stayed at our house.  Nobody came looking for either one so the pup became mine.  I named 
him Pete.  I haven’t been without a B&T coonhound since.  I just never gave any serious consideration to owning 
another breed of coonhound. 

I spent a lot of time playing with Pete when he was young.  I soaked up whatever knowledge I could about training a 
dog from magazines and Grandpa.  When Pete was several months old, we went “hunting at night”, just the 2 of us.  I 
can’t really call it coonhunting.  It was the first time either one of us had hunted at night and we were both spooked.  
Pete and I walked a circle about 200 yards out into the woods and back.  After many years it seems a little unusual 
that someone went hunting at night by themselves, for the first time.  I’ve always been a little stubborn and 
independent, I guess.   Pete kept busy that night but didn’t get much further than my 7 cell flashlight could shine.  We 
both had a long ways to go. 

Nearly 35 years later, what I enjoy the most about coonhunting is just taking one dog, maybe a young one that is still 
learning, and going to the woods.  I get more of a thrill seeing a young dog progress, than from anything else the sport 
has to offer.  I don’t even have to tell anyone how good or bad the dog did.  I know what happened, and am happy to 
share it.  But the memories of most hunts are mine, alone.  As I pass through the woods I can’t help but think about 
men whose names I don’t know who walked these same fields and woods.  I hunted some of the same areas Grandpa 
had hunted back in the 1930’s, but I know there were other hunters walking these creek bottoms, 100, 200 or 500 
years ago?   I feel a kinship and camaraderie to those hunters who have long passed.  In spite of the differences 
between what we wear and the gear we have, in those brief moments we are the same.  A man and a dog. 
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Over the next several years I tried to make a coondog out of Pete.  I got acquainted with some other teenage boys 
who had an assortment of dogs and we had some interesting hunts.  We turned as many as 7 dogs loose at a time and 
I doubt any one of them had a realistic chance to tree a coon.  With a group of teenage boys, the coonhunting wasn’t 
taken very seriously, anyway.  I really didn’t enjoy hunting that way.  I made a lot of training mistakes but Pete did get 
to where he would tree a few coons for me.  Those “Dual Grand Champions” in the magazines sure got my interest.  
But the grade hunts were tapering off about that time and a dog had to be UKC registered to do much competition 
hunting.  I checked into it and I got Pete single registered with UKC in 1982.  Carl Minehart was the breed coordinator 
and Don Bonar was the inspector.  I distinctly remember both Carl and Don emphasizing the rules, especially the rule 
about “no white elsewhere”.  They were going to look at pictures, inspect my dog and Don was to go hunting with my 
dog.  I remember thinking this single registration stuff was serious business.  I like clear cut rules that are the same for 
everyone, and they were clear, back then.  Pete had some white on his chest but after looking it over, Don, said it was 
ok.  We went hunting, Pete treed one time and Don passed him.  I got a set of yellow reg. papers in the mail a few 
weeks later.  As far as I knew then, and now, Pete’s single registration was done, by the book.     

Now I had a UKC reg. dog and I could go to nite hunts.  I wanted to see what some good dogs would do in the woods 
and how Pete would measure up.   That is the true value of nite hunts to coonhounds.  A win record looks good but 
you have to know HOW it was attained.   I went to a few nite hunts and Pete couldn’t win a cast but in all fairness I 
went to several hunts before I even saw a plus point scored.  Apparently, nobody else had a good dog, either.  Me and 
Pete weren’t too much behind everyone else.  Don Bonar and I stayed in touch and I went to a couple B&T Days with 
him in the 80’s.  I never saw so many B&T dogs in one place.   

I thought that the reason Pete wasn’t a better dog was because I wasn’t a good enough trainer.  I listened to some 
bad advice about jumping out and re-running coons.  Big mistake.  Pete went from a dog that would barely tree a 
coon to a dog that would hit a tree and then go looking for another one.  He also became a wide hunting dog.  In the 
days before a tracking collar of any kind, I had a lot of miserable nights with Pete.  I lost him several times for 2-4 days 
at a time and usually found him when he’d go to a house and someone would call the name on the collar.  I tried to 
stay close to Pete so if he treed I could get there quick.  He was quicker than I was and many nights I was MILES from 
the truck before I got him rounded up.  Pete also had perhaps the loudest mouth of any B&T I’ve ever hunted with.  I 
never won a cast with him but on every cast someone would comment about his mouth, or Pete would strike and I’d 
notice a couple guys looking at each other and one would just say, “wow”.  I always had the loudest mouthed dog on 
the cast but I was itching for my dog to be the highest scoring dog on the scorecard.  So, when people wish for more 
mouth and hunt in their B&T’s, I hope they don’t forget about getting and keeping some coon treeing ability.  As a 
result of hunting Pete, mouth and hunt means little to me, without ability.  Treeing coons was becoming THE priority 
for me, and I could live without some of the dressing.   

I also tried to get a few pups going in this time.  The pups were mostly from local stock.  I was getting frustrated since 
nothing was turning out and my old dog wasn’t treeing many coons.  I remember one hot summer night tearing my 
way through mosquitos and rose briars trying to get to Pete before he left a tree.  I stopped and asked myself why I 
was doing this and why don’t I just quit?  I decided at that time that if I was going to quit, I was going to quit after 
some success, not failure.  I told myself I was going to keep after this sport until I made a dog as good as some of 
those Grand Nite Champions I saw in the magazines. 

Through the 1980’s I graduated college, got a job as an engineering technician for an aluminum foundry, got married, 
moved about an hour away from where I was born.  I didn’t coonhunt a lot during that time but tried to go when I 
could.  Finally, around 1990 or so I got to where I could go, more.  Pete was 10 years old and done for and I was done 
hunting him, anyway.  He lived to be 15 when I had him put to sleep.  I’d lived through the deaths of grandparents 
and others close to me but having a pal of 15 years lay his head on my arms and die touched a different place in my 
heart.  I have to say that was one of the hardest things I’ve ever been through.  I buried him on the banks of Big Creek 
not far from where a famous hound from 150 years ago by the name of Old Drum is buried. 
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I was too poor and ignorant to go get an old proven dog.  So, I set about trying to find a pup that had enough natural 
ability that even I could make it into something to tree coons.  That’s all I wanted.  I didn’t need to go win a world 
hunt or be famous, I just wanted something that would tree coons.  I pored through Walk With Wick and noticed 
there sure were a lot of pictures of Art Hunziker and his dogs in there.  I took that as Wick’s endorsement of Art’s 
dogs.  I also noticed it sure looked like Art had a PLAN and he bred what he hunted and hunted what he bred.  I liked 
that.  I got a  male pup from Art in 1991 and named him Sam.  When Sam was about ready to start, I caught a break.  
Tim Kern was a local coonhunter my age, but had a lot more experience.  He was kind of phasing out of coonhunting.  
He had a Gr Nt Ch lemon spotted walker male called Charlie.  Tim let me borrow Charlie for a few months.  Charlie 
was a good solid dog and he got Sam going for me.  I finally had a dog that I could take to the woods and tree coons 
with.  Sam was nothing flashy, just a solid, reliable dog.   

I also had another thought from Walk With Wick on my mind.  John Wick suggested a way for a guy to get into the 
sport was go buy a well started, well bred young female.  She would tree coons, produce some nice pups and keep a 
guy in dogs for years.  That made sense to me.  So, my goal was to come up with good young female so I wouldn’t 
have to go buy pups I didn’t know much about.  I’d seen enough B&T pups that I felt I could produce as good a pups as 
anyone.   I started keeping my eyes open to find that female. 

Doug Glen moved to my area about 1992 to be the local Vo-Ag teacher and we became friends and hunted together.  
Doug had a NtCh female and wanted to breed her to Markham’s Smokey.  So I travelled with him to Bill Markham’s 
house.  We both wanted to see Smokey go, so Bill took us hunting.  Bill turned Smokey loose by himself to what 
seemed like the north and he trotted off.  I figured he’d be back in a minute or open close.  A few minutes went by 
and there was one chop, a long ways to the south, behind us.  Then there was this weird sounding bark and even I 
could tell he was treed.  Smokey redefined, “chop on tree” for me.   He was a different kind of B&T than I had seen or 
heard.  That was the only turnout we made and it really didn’t sink in to me what I was seeing, at the time. 

Doug was my friend but I have to admit I didn’t see why he wanted to breed to Markham’s Smokey.  I was aware that 
Smokey’s parents, Combs’ & Smith’s Smokey and Scaggs Queen had won a lot but I didn’t think too much more about 
it.  After all, I had a dog that could tree a coon….. 

Sam got to where he was clicking pretty good so I got more serious about comp. hunts.  I’d already made one of my 
previous pups a Ntch so I was getting my education and paying my dues.  I started seeing the difference in a dog that 
could tree a coon and one that could do it quickly and efficiently, on a level high enough to win comp. hunts.  In those 
days winning a cast didn’t mean much.  You had to do it with a good performance and a good score, to mean 
anything. 

I made Sam a Ntch and got a couple NtCh wins and then hit the proverbial brick wall.  Sam just didn’t have the speed 
and drive and treepower to compete with the Lipper and Nailor dogs that were hitting the local hunts hard about that 
time.  He didn’t have that one bark locate.   He was intimidated by harder treeing dogs and especially other males.  I 
was looking for an upgrade.  I started hearing from other hunters of other breeds about a B&T female in Mack’s 
Creek, MO, who was a top dog, of any color.  I tracked NtCh Ch Collin’s Smokin Queen down and was surprised to find 
out she was out of Markham’s Smokey.  Coincidence, I thought.   I was able to arrange a hunt with her and her owner, 
Keith Collins.  Keith and his wife had had twin daughters that were a few months old and Queen hadn’t been out of 
the pen in months.  Sam was in decent shape but Queen made Sam look like a puppy.  She was getting struck and 
treed and getting from point A to point B faster than any black dog I’d seen, except for maybe her sire.  Keith had 
bred Queen one time, to GrNtCh Chenoweth’s Smokey II.  He still had a female pup out of that litter and he told me 
about how he didn’t have time to hunt her and priced her to me.  She was 9 mos. Old.  I had to go home and think 
about it a couple days but I soon made a trip down to Keith’s and brought what would become Ntch Smokey’s Ragin 
Ruby home with me.  Keith was not a comp. hunter by any stretch but he was still able to do some impressive winning 
with Queen.  She put up a big score in thin coon country in southern MO and it wasn’t done on buckets.  Keith and I 
travelled to B&T Days in Waverly Iowa and he won 1st place NtCh.  Queen dominated her cast.  Keith said they hunted 
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for awhile and as Queen’s lead got larger, the rest of the cast eventually withdrew.  But they all stayed with the cast, 
to see “the show”.  I’ve always been impressed by guys who weren’t a high level handler who could go win big with a 
dog.   Its generally the dog that earns it in cases like that. 

I wasn’t all that familiar with Ruby’s breeding but I had learned that the dog proves the breeding, not the other way 
around.  Ruby started quick and was treeing some rough coons in the dead of winter, at a young age.  She wasn’t the 
caliber of treedog of some I’ve had, nothing special as a comp. dog but she treed a lot of coons for me and got several 
pups going.  The dry, hot dusty nights or dead of winter nights were when she looked the best compared to other 
dogs. I remember one summer night at the local club hunt when everyone was complaining about how tough the 
tracking had been and how hard it was to tree coons.  I’d been treeing coons right along, with Ruby.  I also remember 
Ruby’s last summer when I was using her as a pup trainer.  That whole summer I hunted nothing but cornfields and 
she never took more than 20 minutes to get treed and almost always had a coon.  Some coonhunters don’t even hunt 
cornfields, for fear of having 2-3 hour races. It takes brains and drive to tree coons around big cornfields. 

I liked the traits I saw in Ruby and I was familiar with her mother and grandfather.  Her sire, Smokey II, won a lot at 
big hunts in the early 90’s, for what that was worth.  I did some research and found other dogs that were out of 
Smokey that sounded like my kind of dog.  I decided I wanted to keep these traits and felt like linebreeding was the 
best way to do that.  I already made my mind up I wasn’t going to get locked into some tightly defined breeding 
scheme and that careful outcrosses were also going to be something I would practice.  I was worried to death 
something would happen to Ruby and I’d be back to square one.   For “insurance”, I bred Ruby to Sam.  I will admit, it 
was Handy to Ready.   She had 2 male pups and one was supposedly doing something when it got ran over.   I felt like 
Sam and Ruby were just too different style of dogs to mix well.  I sold Sam and Ruby became my main dog.  The 
search for the next dog to breed Ruby to was to find something more like her and it was a short search.  Through an 
ad in the yearbook I got ahold of Bill George in Iowa, who owned Hoss, a full uncle to Ruby.  I made a trip up there to 
go hunting with Billy and Hoss.  We had a decent hunt, made several trees, coons seen, and split once.  I could see a 
lot of similarity between Hoss and Queen.    So, I was able to breed Ruby to Hoss and from that litter came GrNtCh 
Hoss’s Smokin Lizzy. 

Since then, before a cross, I have made a point to go hunting with the stud and have done so on nearly all the crosses I 
have made.  I believe its very important, and often overlooked, for a breeder to make this effort.  I may see a 
potential stud on a bad night, I may see him on a good night or an average night.  But the point is I have seen the dog 
go.  It’s the principle, as much as anything.   I can tell a lot about a dog in just a couple turnouts.  Mouth, how well 
they move around, how hard they go and of course the most important part: do they tree coons?   I have spent a long 
day driving and even cashed in some frequent flier miles to get on a plane and go hunting with a stud dog. 

 Lizzy went hunting and treed with her mother the first night in the woods at 7 mos. Of age.  She had the natural 
ability and the desire to tree coons that I was looking for.  My son Tyler was going hunting with me a lot at that time 
so I let him handle her in some youth hunts.  He won the MO State Youth hunt one year and missed 1st place on a 
tiebreaker another year.  Lizzy was sneaky about winning and had a way of changing the scorecard near the end of 
the hunt, just enough to end up winning.  Lizzy would cover a slick treeing dog but I knew when she did it and was 
content to take 4th tree or not tree at all.  When Lizzy had 1st tree, it was generally going to be plussed.  Once someone 
thought she was nothing but a pack dog, she’d be peeled off to the left or right with a coon by herself.  She would also 
fall treed, stay, and have a coon when the other dogs went on.    I loved it when the dogs struck and a track broke 
down, maybe in a corn field.  When everything got quiet for a minute or two, I would get a good feeling.  Several 
times the next bark would be that gobble locate of Lizzy’s and it meant a cast win. 

Next, I bred Ruby to Rocky’s Ragin Buck, owned by Paul Lewis.  I had real trouble selling a pup.  There were 5 pups in 
the litter and I finally got them thinned down to one male pup I called Razor, which I started and sold.  He made NtCh 
fairly quick.  I bought back a female pup who was started.  I hunted her a month and she ran and treed fairly 
consistently with Ruby but I didn’t see anything all that special about her.   I was training Lizzy and didn’t need her.   I 
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priced her to Paul Lewis, with a trial.  Paul took her and hunted her.  A week or so later, Paul stopped by and paid me 
for her without saying too much.  That wasn’t like Paul.   A week later Paul won his first hunt with GrNtCh Bullcreek 
Badnews Kate.  Paul and Kate went on a rampage in this part of the country for about a year.  Kate beat some big 
name dogs and made GrNtCh and PKC Ch.  That fall, Paul called me one Sat. morning and was scared to death that 
people would think he was a cheat.  I asked him why.  He said he scored 1400+ with Kate the night before and nobody 
was going to believe it was done honest.  I just laughed.  I believed it.  But I headed to the same club that night with 
Lizzy and as luck would have it, I drew out with Paul and Kate.  Kate treed a coon, then we headed to the Pecan 
bottom.  Our 3 dogs jumped a deer and Kate held back.  I think she scored 2 coons in that bottom before we walked 
out of hearing of her to retrieve our dogs.  As we headed back to her, the hunt ran out and we found her treed, with 
yet another coon.  She had a good score and got a win that night, as well.  I was never so pleased to get beat.  This 
showed me that one of my potlickers, in the hands of a top coonhunter and handler, like Paul Lewis, could win 
anything there was to win in this sport. 

I was starting to wonder if there were any culls in the Buck x Ruby litter.  So I bought back a 21 mo. Old female from 
that cross that had never been out of a kennel.  I called her Spin, since she was kind of an old maid, a “spinster”.  Spin 
started quick and later made NtCh.  I went back to the well again but I couldn’t track down the remaining 2 male pups 
in the litter.  One did resurface later and Paul told me he would run and tree. 

I took Ruby to B&T Days at Rolla, Mo in 2001.  I drew out with Doc Vinson and he sure called Mutt treed, quick.  When 
the hunt was over, I had a cast win and shortly after, Ruby was treed deep, across, the Meramac River.  We sent the 
scorecard back with the other guys on the cast.  The guide had to work the next day and I got a different guide to help 
me round her up.  We drove about 30 minutes and walked in from the other side of the river.  She was still treed, on 
the other side of the river.  Wait a minute, what’s going on here?  The guide said the river was straight so we drove all 
the way back around and walked in.  She was still treed, ON THE OTHER SIDE.  I felt like she was treed in The Matrix, 
or a parallel universe or something.  There seemed to be no way to get to her.   Finally, well after daylight, the guide 
located me a boat and I put in the river as close as I could get to her.  I crossed the river in the boat and walked down 
river quite a distance with my beep beep tracker.  I saw some bear tracks that made me a little nervous.  I also found 
that the river wasn’t straight but had a big S bend and Ruby was treed just inside this bend, ON THE OTHER SIDE.  This 
made it appear like she was across the river and apparently my guides didn’t know THEIR river very well.   She was 
still treeing, bless her heart.  I was trying to decide what to do when some fishermen came by in a boat.  They not only 
took me across, but they waited while I caught her and then hauled us all the way back up the river to the landing.  I 
got back to Rolla just in time to get picture taken for 11th place, I believe.  This was also the first year they had a bench 
show for dogs that won their cast the night before.  I didn’t have much interest in shows but I entered her in that 
show.  Ruby was very athletic and well built, in my eyes at least.  I was still surprised when the judge told me after the 
show that she would have won, except she was missing a couple of those little teeth in the front and that a good bitch 
needed them to bite umblilicial cords off, on her pups.  I thought he was probably right but Ruby had several litters 
and I don’t remember getting the cords loose being a problem for her.   I never entered another show.   

I bred Ruby to NtCh Lovers Lane Ramblin Moon in 2001.  Moon was out of Combs and Smith’s Smokey.  I had some 
bad luck with this cross and only raised 3.  Ruby’s last cross was to NtCh Myers Hoss in 2002.  I kept pups from all 
Ruby’s crosses to start, myself.  I’ve always felt a breeder should be proving his own stock in the same way a livestock 
keeps his own gilts and heifers.    

In the early 2000’s, UKC came out with the “Top Reproducers Lists”.  Up to this point you only knew if a dog was a Top 
Reproducer if his owner said so in his ads.  He who blew the loudest in his ads had the best reproducers.   Now we had 
some FACTS.  We had studs who had produced hundreds of pups who were noticeably NOT on the Top Rep. List or 
ranked low.  On the other hand some dogs with just 1-200 hundred pups who weren’t heavily promoted landed 
smack in the top 10.  Rocky’s Ragin Buck was one of those dogs.   The whole dynamics of who was accomplishing 
what, within the breed, changed about that time, from what I could see.  The Top Rep. list is not perfect and as time 
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has gone by, folks have learned how to manipulate it. I’m sure some have outright cheated in putting dogs on it.   
That goes back to knowing the “who” and the “how” behind an apparently good dog.  Some say the Top Rep. lists 
doesn’t mean anything.  I’m in the middle.  I believe, if done honestly, it recognizes consistency in a what a dog 
produces.  If a breeder can’t produce nearly whole litters of dogs that can at least make NtCh then its just going to be 
luck if they can produce 1 out of 10 that can win big hunts.   You build a good house by starting at the foundation and 
dogs that reproduce consistent litters are a good foundation.    

Without really trying or working any angles, Lizzy, Kate and Razor were titled and Ruby was now among the Top 10 
current reproducing females in the breed.   I wondered how that could happen, I was a nobody and just trying to 
produce a pup to tree a coon with.  I figured the B&T breed must really be hurting for good breeders if someone like 
me could land a female among the Top 10.  Ruby ended up with 5 titled pups (3 GrNt/2NtCh) from 23 pups.  She got 
as high as 3rd place on the Current TRL. 

GrNtCh Blackwater Ruby Too was from Ruby’s last cross.  Right after I weaned that litter I took Ruby hunting with one 
of the Moon pups and she got deep and got treed.  She didn’t sound right.  She started having breathing problems 
and a week later she was dead.  The local Vet said it was cancer but I don’t think they had any idea.  But Ruby left me 
in good shape.  I had 4 of her daughters at the time of her death.  2 of them were future GrNtCh’s and destined to be 
on the Top Rep. list, themselves.  My thought at this time was that with 2 females I produced and trained and know 
so well, if I breed wisely, I can cross their offspring back and forth and with other dogs to create something that would 
be predictable and keep me in the dogs I like to hunt, for a LONG time. 

I took Lizzy to B&T Days in 2002.  She won her cast all three nights with scores ranging from 150+ to 325+, all 3  nights.  
On 2 nights, she won her cast on the last turnout.  This would become a standard practice for her.  Lizzy made GrNtCh 
in 2004.   I needed one more NtCh win and took her to a local hunt and at that time there were usually 2-3 casts of 
NtCh’s. For whatever reason there were only 2 Ntch’s on this night.  But the other dog was a tough bluetick and a top 
notch handler who had been in the final cast of the UKC world hunt.  We had a good hunt.  I would get 1st strike and 
2nd tree one time and next coon the other guy would have that.  It came down to the last turnout and who could get 
1st tree.  I was too slow and took 2nd tree by a breath.   I figured I was beat.  The dogs were deep and as we got closer, 
I was only hearing one dog, treeing.  We got there and it was Lizzy and she had a coon.  The other dog was nowhere to 
be seen or heard.   I hear some folks talking about winning national level hunts as if it takes a different kind of dog.  
I’ve hunted in world hunts, Autumn oaks and B&T days and I consistently draw the best coondogs in my local hunts.  
Lizzy was my first GrNtCh but not the last.  I did remember back when I thought it would be OK to quit this 
coonhunting game, when I had some success and made a GrntCh.  But I was having fun, now.  I had figured some 
things out and had some proof.  I wasn’t ready to quit.    

Even though Lizzy was linebred, I decided to breed her to NtCh Moonlite Magic Smokin Hoss, owned by Mike 
Brueggen.  Hoss was directly out of C&S Smokey and had won wherever he’d gone.  I sure wanted to hunt with Hoss.  
So, I hi-jacked a family vacation one summer.  I purposely planned a trip to Mike’s part of the country, stashed the 
family in a motel and went hunting with Mike and Hoss.  Hoss hadn’t been out of the pen in months but that first 
drop seemed like he was an awful long way up a creek in a short time.  A short track, decisive locate and he was 
TREED.  We saw that coon.  I was sold.  We made another drop and this time Hoss got deep into some tornado 
damaged timber and he treed on a criss crossed mess of trees where there wasn’t a coon to be seen.   

It seems to be a common practice among B&T folks anymore to wring their hands and gnash their teeth and wonder 
why the B&T breed is, in their minds, so far behind the other breeds.  One reason for their perception is that dogs like 
Hoss didn’t get bred to, more.  Top winner, top pedigree, good looking dog, honest owner and hardly anybody bred to 
him.  I’m not opposed to breeding to a well known dog, but I think the real gems are dogs like Hoss. 

Next time Lizzy came in heat, I drove 11 hours to Mike’s house and got her bred.  She had one pup, a  female I named 
Magic.  I let my pups run loose, but Magic was soon getting me in trouble with the wife by treeing cats on the back 
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deck in the middle of the night.  I took her hunting with Lizzy and it was no surprise she treed with lizzy.  On Magic’s 
2nd night in the woods, I took Magic hunting with Ruby Too.  They had a little cornfield race and Magic dropped out of 
the race, treed, and had a pair of kitten coons.  Magic was 6 mos. Old at the time. 

I continued to hunt Magic, mostly alone, and decided to hunt her in the first annual pup hunt at B&T Days.  There 
were 64 B&T pups in the hunt, all 2 years old or less.  Magic was about 16 mos. Old at the time.  The first drop, we 
treed a circle tree.  One guy had already got a couple minuses and withdrew.  The 2nd drop the 3 of us treed a coon 
together.  The 3rd drop, the dogs struck.  Magic trailed right, the other 2 trailed left.  Magic treed 1-200 yards away 
and had a coon that everyone saw.  I recast her to their dogs and they got treed together.  I only had 475+, no minus, 
but it was enough to win the hunt.  It was a prestigious win and the rumor mill started how I had hunted alone, didn’t 
wait 5 minutes on trees, had to walk my dog across tracks, etc.  2 other dogs, handled by James Caudill and Larry 
Tynes finished this hunt, competing, and it was anybody’s to win to the end.  It was a heads up cast comparable to the 
best casts I have been on with 3 good dogs and 3 knowledgable coonhunters competing to the end.  Mike Brueggen, 
the owner of Magic’s sire, spectated on my cast and I guess he liked what he saw because he bought Magic after that 
hunt. 

Lizzy’s 2nd cross was to Kansas Jr.  This was a total outcross but I was looking for big mouth and big hunt and Jr. was a 
good source for that.  Also, after Lizzy’s “one pup litter” I was concerned she would have another small litter and Jr. 
was close.  Lizzy raised 8 pups this time.  I kept a female and got stuck with a low pick male.  I accidentally ran over 
the female in the driveway and had to put her down.  That left me with the low pick male of the litter.  I started 
hunting KS Hayes and he was just a tagalong until he was 10 mos. Old when he got split treed from Lizzy.  It was the 
first time he had ever treed, at all.  He was a treedog from then on and would go hunting by himself, however far it 
took to get struck   He also developed a liking for deer about the same time.  He was wild and a handful.  Hayes and I 
had some serious disagreements about deer but other than that, he had everything I was looking for in a dog.  He 
treed coons all along and did it with style.  I put Hayes in a couple PKC casts only because it was winter and no UKC 
hunts around.  He won one of them by staying out of minus trouble.  But he won the other one by splitting and having 
a coon when 2 older, much more proven dogs that had done a lot of winning in PKC, had a slick tree.  I also entered 
Hayes in a UKC RQE.  He disappeared on the first drop.  The hour got him scratched.  I found him several miles away 
when some other hunters were leading him out of the woods.  Perhaps he ran a deer or was stolen for a short time 
but that was a close call.  I sold Hayes to Rob Wilken.  Blaise Bauer and Troy Cornell got him later and I believe he 
made GrntCh in 10 more hunts.  He also went deep in the Superstakes one  year.  Hayes is also on the Current Top 
Rep. List.  

Lizzy was also bred to Ozarks Screaming Scar.  Those were some tree minded pups and 4 of the 7 pups titled.  Lizzy’s 
4th litter was from GrNtCh Hagoods Iron Mountain Drum.  Her 5th litter was from GrNtCh Clear Creek Jag.  Jag was out 
of Whitaker’s Smokey II and Collins Queen.  I had started Jag and didn’t like him.  He was always off trailing coons 
when Ruby got treed somewhere else.  Jag would get treed, but not the stylish treedog.  I sold Jag and a few years 
later saw him advertised for a big price.  Rory Shogren ended up with him.  Jag was getting up in  years but I took him 
and got the last 2 ntCh wins on him to make him a GrNt.  In his last win, it was late in the hunt and Jag was wore out.  
We later found out he had some health issues.  The other 3 dogs hit the timber hard, ran a short track and blew the 
top out of a nice oak.  Jag was struck, brought up the rear and went to their tree.  He never so much as barked on 
their tree and then took a trail on our about 200 yards and treed.  We shined the 3 dogs’ tree.  It was big enough to 
circle, but one of the handlers said, “I bet the black dog has the coon”.  Sure enough he did.  GrNtCh Starr’s Blackjack 
Northern Oz is from Jag x Lizzy and while I have never hunted with him, Rusty Starr, of Michigan describes Oz in a way 
that makes me think of Jag.  I hope to be able to breed something Oz, at some point.   Lizzy’s last litter was from 
GrNtCh Rough Country Jeb, owned by George Hobbs.  All her litters reflected traits from her and from the stud and 
each cross had their unique characteristics.  There were 1 or more titled pups from each of Lizzy’s litters.  Lizzy was as 
high as 1st place on the Current Top Reproducers List and is now on the Historical list.  She did her part.     
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Ruby Too didn’t have any real impressive wins, she just went hunting good, was quick about everything.  She didn’t 
have that awesome locate and was harder to call treed.  But she usually was carrying 1st strike and didn’t need 1st 
trees.  One hunt that stands out was the Kansas State Youth Hunt.  My younger son Cory hadn’t hunted in Youth 
hunts as much as his brother Tyler, but he wanted to take a crack at it.  First drop, Ruby Too had 1st strike and a 
terrible storm moved in, costing the whole cast a strike minus.  After the storm, she was found with a coon treed.  
Next drop, she got treed and held pressure.  This gave her a plus score.  The last drop, she got treed shortly after the 
hunt was over and had another coon.  So, she treed 3 coons, didn’t really make any mistakes and only had a score of 
100+ to show for it.   Cory placed 3rd, with her. 

Ruby Too’s first cross was to GrNtCh Duelin Dan, who was a half brother to Lizzy.    I had this litter all sold and booked 
with deposits down and agreed to keep 3 of them until Autumn Oaks to deliver them.  So, I had 2 females and a male 
until they were 4 mos. Old or so.  I figured since I had them, I might as well see what they had.  I caught a caged coon 
and brought it home in the back of my pickup.  I went in the house to eat lunch, only to be interrupted by a 
commotion.  These pups were standing on the tailgate of my pickup, treeing this coon.  They had never seen a coon, 
they hadn’t seen this coon, but the scent of coon interested them and made them want to bark.  They all were doing 
it, too.  As time came close to delivering these pups, one of the buyers started to impress me that he wasn’t going to 
be what I want in a pup buyer, so I returned his deposit.  I was getting to where I could be pickier about buyers.   On 
the day we were to leave for Autumn Oaks, another guy called and backed out on his pup.  We still had one pup 
booked so we made the trip, anyway.  I tried to sell the other 2 at Richmond, with no success.  I had lots of lookers 
and talkers but no buyers.  Some folks made a mistake since these 3 pups came to be known as GrNtCh Famous Dave, 
GrNtCh Duelin Dixie Gem, and Ntch Party Queen.  Dixie Gem is owned by Scott Rodden and on the Current Top Rep. 
List.  Party Queen was raised, trained and titled by James Tolliver and she became the dam of his current dog, GrNtCh 
Smokey 7. 

Ruby Too’s 2nd cross was to Kansas Hayes.  This was lining genetics up fairly close, but I felt it was worth the risk.  This 
litter produced several titled pups.  One of them is GrNTCh Bastean’s Smokey, owned by David Bastean.  Ruby Too’s 
next litter was to GrNtCh Super Sambo, owned by Mark Reavis.  This was a big litter of 12 pups.  A couple of them 
titled and I believe several others had the ability but either met a car on a road late at night or were owned by 
someone who just didn’t put them in hunts.  Ruby Too’s last cross was to GrNtCh Kansas Fred, owned by Blaise Bauer.  
Just as with Lizzy, I started and hunted pups from each of these crosses and there were traits across the whole litter, 
in each litter that I liked and didn’t like.  This kind of knowledge of the dogs I’m breeding is a big advantage to going 
forward.   I also took Ruby Too to Alabama and tried to breed her to GrNtCh High Dollar Dancer, owned by Brad Roe.  
I don’t believe she was quite ready and we didn’t get any pups.  I also bred her to frozen semen from GrNtCh Tolliver’s 
Blackoak Ace and didn’t get any pups from that, either.  Ruby Too was on the Current Top Reproducers List, as high as 
1st place.  She lacks one titled pup from being on the Historical List.  There are a few of her pups that could title but its 
not a high priority to me.   

Scott Rodden bred Dixie Gem to Kansas Hayes in 2009 and I was lucky enough to get a pup.  Besides Hayes and Gem 
for parents, she had Lizzy and Ruby Too for grandmothers and 2 of the breed’s best, Kansas Jr. and Duelin Dan for 
grandfathers.  I felt like I had a big hand in the dogs behind this cross and if I couldn’t do something with a pup from 
it, then I needed to find another hobby. 

I named my pup Daze.  I started hunting her and she kept me company while whatever old dog I had, went hunting.  
Daze started similar to her sire, Kansas Hayes.  Daze was 10 mos. Old and I was hunting her with Breeze (Ks Hayes x 
Ruby Too) who was working a track down the creek.  Daze was checking out things, nearby.  I watched her as she 
smelled up a persimmon tree, 30 ft. away.  Then, she located and treed every breath.  Keep in mind she had never 
barked up a tree at that point.  Nearly any persimmon tree a dog trees on is going to be empty so I didn’t expect much 
for this effort.  But she had a coon.  Daze, like Hayes, was a coon tree’er from then on.  She also started on deer about 
the same time but I was ready for that.  Tritronics and I got her under control and she gave up on deer a lot easier 
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than her sire did.  Daze finished out to GrNtCh and had some nice wins along the way.  She qualified for the world 
hunt a couple times, and placed 11th at an RQE another year.  She won 1st place at the RQE in Clinton, MO.  We had a 
shootout, scoring on 6 coons.  Daze had 2 coons by herself, was covered on another she treed.  She covered another 
dog on a coon, and the last coon was treed by her and another dog at the same time.   She also won 1st at the MO 
Coonhunters Fed. Hunt.  She won a cast at the zones one year.  The other 3 dogs were split treed close and we were 
burning time shining their trees.  Time was up and as we stepped away from the tree, I could hear Daze treed, deep.  
It turned out she was .9 mile deep and she had a coon that got her a cast win.  She lost her cast the next night by a 
few points and barely missed the Top 100.  Daze has got her wins every way a dog can get a win.  She is fairly 
complete.   She outstruck, out treed, split treed, got treed by herself nearly a mile deep.  She is not perfect but she 
also doesn’t have very many bad nights and seldom embarrasses me in a cast.  As a coonhunter first, and a 
competition hunter 2nd, I’m probably most proud of how she got her HTX title.  She was hunted in 4 hunts.  In 3 of 
them she treed 2 coons apiece and no faults.  In one of them, on a cold, leafless night, she treed a couple dens and 
finally grabbled a slick tree at the end and failed.  The HTX consists of a dog going hunting by itself and treeing a coon.  
Anyone that can’t appreciate that, isn’t a coonhunter.  Its what coonhunting really is supposed to be.  A Man and a 
dog versus the coon.   

I bred Daze to GrNtCh Smokey 7 in 2013.  She had 2 male pups.  One was culled and I started one I called Streak and 
recently sold him.  I currently have a young pup I call Kizzy Too from Smokey 7 x NtCh Kansas Smokin Lizzy (KS Jr. x 
Lizzy).  Kansas Lizzy is a littermate sister to KS hayes.  James Tolliver got KS Lizzy going and I took her and titled her.  
She had some nice tools but at the time I didn’t need her so I sold her.  Ron Maggart made the cross between Lizzy 
and Smokey 7 and fixed me up with this pup.   

So, I currently own Daze and a pup.  This is a good place to point out I’ve never kept many dogs.  I want to keep just 
enough to have one to tree a coon with and 1, maybe 2 in training and almost never have had more than 4.  That’s it.  
I go for quality over quantity and my dog food bill is low, compared to some.  I have plans to breed Daze and see if she 
can keep up the family tradition on her branch of the family tree.  If she can’t do it, I’ll hit the next branch over and 
keep going. 

I feel fortunate that I no longer have to worry about being out of coondogs if something happens to my female.  I’ve 
got quite a list of folks and friends who like the same thing in a dog, have some of the same breeding, who I can get a 
pup from in a pinch.  Scott Rodden, James Tolliver, Ron Maggart are a few that come to mind who’ve helped me out 
with a pup the last few years.  There are others whose opinions I feel like I can trust when it comes to dogs.  I’d surely 
forget someone if I named names but if I’ve ever called them or asked them questions about dogs, then they know I 
value their opinion. 

I’ve learned a few things over the years.  Its not all  been “success”.  I’ve had to cull a few and have differing opinions 
on many dogs in this breed, as others do.  But we all aren’t looking for the exact same thing.  I was influenced by my 
first dog, Pete.  As a result of hunting Pete, I don’t care how big a mouth or how deep they hunt.   If they don’t want 
to tree coons and do it fairly naturally at a young age, they won’t last with me.  That’s my preference.   

I love a winner that wins by being a better coondog.  I have no use for a winner when it turns out they didn’t win by 
treeing coons or because they had a handler that will bend every rule to their advantage, sets up a cast of dogs or 
handlers they know, flips a coin to decide who wins,  or hunted on buckets, pens, or turned loose coons.  The dog is 
only a small part of winning in competition.  The dog is everything to me.  In looking for stud dogs and pups I think a 
person has to get to know the man behind the dog, before even looking seriously at the dog.  If the man isn’t mostly 
honest and law abiding, then how can his dog be anything you’d want a part of?    I enjoy the hunts but the day may 
be coming when a competition hunt has nothing more to do with treeing coons, than a greyhound race has to do with 
rabbit hunting.  Put another way, what will you do if competition hunts cease to exist?  Will you still be able to 
coonhunt?  Or will you be out of business?  If comp. hunts cease and the good Lord allows me, I may still be down in a 
creek bottom somewhere with some young dog.  Just the 2 of us.  I believe I can still enjoy the sport.   
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Most of the gamble in breeding coonhounds is the wild card genetics floating around in our hounds.  We can breed a 
junk female to a good male and get good pups.  That will confound some folks.  They might even point to this as a 
reason that selective breeding doesn’t work.  Then, they might take one of those good pups, who had a junk momma, 
and breed it to a good dog and get  junk just pups like grandma.  But they may not know that grandma was a junk 
dog.  Again, they might think that because they crossed a good dog to a good dog and got junk means that selective 
breeding doesn’t work.  Crossing dogs isn’t just crossing a male and a female.  It also involves the traits going back a 
few generations.  But not too far.  Farther for some dogs than others.   Yes it is confusing, almost a black art and 
something I kinda feel in my gut, more than I can explain with facts.   I can say if we evaluate and select our stock 
carefully, male and female, generation after generation, we can make great changes.   

 

With coonhounds its very hard to evaluate since pups don’t all get the same treatment.  I’ve tried to get pups in good 
hands.  I want to make my pups a really good deal for someone that will hunt them.  I want them to be over priced 
and undesirable to someone who won’t.  I’ve guaranteed most of my pups to year of age and put it in writing.  If 
someone hunts a pup right and it doesn’t make it, as a breeder I NEED to know about it and be responsible for it.  If 
someone doesn’t hunt it right and wants to get their money back anyway, then there is a good chance I can hunt the 
pup a month and sell it for twice as much, anyway.     

I also reward those who do a good job with pups they get from me, with a written incentive.  Most breeders give pups 
away, at some point.  I’d give all my pups away if that meant they’d get hunted right.  But no free pup will ever make 
someone hunt that wouldn’t hunt, anyway.  Those coonhunters who perform, should be the ones that get rewarded.   
For that reason, I’ve offered a purchase price back, written incentive to those who make their pups a NtCh.  Making 
Ntch is a small step and not always proof that a dog is a good dog but shows me someone at least put the pup in the 
woods and had some clue what they are doing.  This is my way of giving pups away.  An amount less than the 
purchase price isn’t enough to matter and an amount too great might be a temptation.   

As far as starting pups, I have a basic game plan I like to go through with them.  I like to let them run loose quite a bit.  
At 3-4 mos. Old I will take a coontail, tie it to 10 ft. or so of strong cord, and tie that to a 10 ft. pole.  So, I have 
something like a fishing pole with a coontail on it.  I can let the pup find it and then jerk it away.  I have never seen a 
pup that didn’t develop a serious interest in something that was “getting away”.   

The next step would be a live cage at 6-7 mos. old.  Again, jerking it AWAY is the key.  Hounds chase game and game 
running away gives pups confidence.  I have a wire tube, 1 foot square, about 50 ft. long and at the end it makes an 
“L” and goes up a tree about 6 ft.  Being able to trail a live coon through this tube without any physical contact and 
seeing it go up a tree will fire a lot of pups up. They see the coon climb and smell the scent cone behind the coon.   I 
also like to teach them to come to their name and jump in the truck and lead properly.  At this point they are 6-8 mos. 
Old and are ready to go to the woods with an old dog.  They will wear a shock collar in the pen and learn that extra 
barking gets them a tickle.  This sets the stage to put a stop to barking out of place in the woods, before they ever get 
it started.  Once they get used to going hunting, running track, and treeing with an old dog, I will single them out and 
hunt them alone.  If they ever have trouble taking the next step, I might back up a step and give them a refresher.   I 
believe they learn a lot better on their own, and its easier to tell what they are doing.  I will hunt a young dog that can 
tree its own coon, 90% of the time by itself.  Up to this point if the pup does something really GOOD, I will put it up.  
When it gets fired up and having a lot of fun with a coon tail, or treeing a live cage, then as hard as it is to do it, I will 
put it up.  When it trees that first coon, I will pet it up and take it home.  I’ve had quite a few nights where I hunted a 
pup for 10 minutes, and that was it for the night.  Its just a matter of hunting and more hunting from then on.   

Now for culling, or giving up on a dog.  The cardinal sin for me in a young dog is one that trees some but not very 
good.  It mills, leaves, lacks focus or otherwise does something wrong.  I don’t mind if a pup goes hunting many nights 
without treeing but once they decide to tree, their focus cannot be anywhere else.  I feel like this is a trait that should 
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be bred into treedogs, no different than jumping in water and swimming is natural for a Labrador Retriever.  I know 
some have success with pups that LEARNED how to tree properly.  I don’t.  It amazes me that 100 years into B&T 
coonhounds we still have so many pups that have to learn how to tree or would rather do something else than tree a 
coon.  

I’ve also culled a few that got injured to the point that they weren’t going to have a normal life.  I felt like it was the 
right thing to do.  I would also cull for severe faults I couldn’t fix but really haven’t seen that.  A dog that has lesser 
faults, isn’t breeding material but can still tree coons can provide a lot of enjoyment so I’d try to find someone that 
can live with the faults.  A dog that is breeding material will be one that was a pleasure to hunt from the beginning, 
showed a lot of natural ability and showed steady, continuous improvement through its training.  How you cull is a 
matter of personal preference but I will say when I cull one, it won’t end up in the genetics of the breed and it will 
never be a burden to anyone else.  There are plenty of unwanted dogs in the world, no need to be adding more.  If 
you give a dog away to be a pet there is a chance it can end up in a shelter, half starved to death and some bleeding 
heart will advertise the dog as “being mistreated by hunters”.  That won’t happen, if I can help it.   Culling is not 
something I enjoy but if you can’t cull a newborn, or 8 week old pup, or a year old pup that you’ve put time in, then 
you need to evaluate yourself on whether you  have what it takes to move a breed forward.  I think this goes back to 
my pig farming days.  We had a way of dealing with runt pigs…. 

I’ve been knocking around on the internet probably as long as any coonhunter.  I remember first getting on 
Coonhound Central about 1996 and learning important things such as long ears would stir the coon scent and make 
for a better track dog and how much Ivomec to give a dog.  I’ve seen a lot more dubious information since then.  The 
internet is about 90% garbage but that other 5-10% has some useful info. The best thing is it can put you in touch with 
people you might never get to know otherwise. That keeps me coming back.  I provided a B&T message board for 
everyone to use before the ABTCHA officially had one.  I also admininstered the ABTCHA website, with the help of 
Ralph Weller and Mark Reavis, for several years during which the website membership increased by several hundred 
members.  The internet is a tool, but you need to know when to push back from the keyboard, get back into reality 
and just go hunting.  Many people lose their inhibitions and whatever good sense they might have had, when the log 
on to a message board.  Its also hard to figure out who knows what they are talking about and who doesn’t when 
they live several states away and they know they don’t really have to stand behind their words.  My best advice is 
that if someone makes it sound too good to be true, then it probably is.  The guy who feels the need to tell you he’s 
honest, probably isn’t.  There are a lot of salesmen on the message boards.   The bible says you will know a tree by its 
fruits.  You can know coonhunters by what kind of dogs they have.  If someone can back up what they say, I will 
listen, otherwise I scroll on by.  The internet will test your ability to read people.  I have also had a website for my 
coonhounds for several years at http://www.blackwaterbt.com/ 

Crossbreeding is another tool.  I didn’t realize it had been going on so much until UKC recently came out with a 
crossbreed program.   I would call it a breeding tool, but so far has been used more as a promotional tool.  I’d say it 
could be used to build up genetics in a breed, but the genetics of a breed can be built up, without it.  There’s no need 
to blow up the breed and start over.   I don’t see a real advantage to crossbreeding, but if someone wants to do it, 
and do it honestly, then good luck. 

I want to thank Coonhound Bloodlines, Vicki Rand and Laura Bell for allowing me to share my story and a few 
thoughts.  I have had some opinions over the years, some welcome and some unwelcome but I always tried to be 
honest and say what I really thought.  I give no thought to Political correctness, I don’t owe anyone any favors, and I 
have always tried to treat everyone the same. 

I’ve made some good friends all over the country because of a coonhound.  I couldn’t begin to name them all.   I also 
want to thank my wife Linda for her support over the last 28 years and the Christian home she’s helped provide for 
our 3 children.  I’ve travelled to many states because of a coonhound, and been out countless nights by myself where 
she didn’t know where I was or where to look if I didn’t come back.  She’s fed dogs and cleaned pens when I’ve been 
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gone, made trips to the Vet and nursed one dog back to health after it got hit by a car, when I probably would have 
put it down.  I also feel blessed to have raised 3 kids with her.  Tyler has a BS degree in Agronomy And is working on a 
farm where he has the opportunity to be the owner, someday.  Cory has one semester left in college and should get a 
BS degree in Electrical Engineering in May.  He has a job waiting for him with an international engineering firm.  
Kelsey is a Sophomore in college.  All 3 will be getting married in 2015 and I will be gaining 2 daughter in laws who’ve 
both graduated college and a son in law who is serving in the US Army in the 1st Infantry Division.  I feel more blessed 
for the family I have and the sacrifice of Jesus Christ than anything related to a B&T coonhound.  Thank you for 
reading and God Bless you. 
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